
IDEATE
To generate ideas that answer  the challenge question.

Set up timed events

"FedEx Day" like to

generate ideas

(worktime to self

organize into teams,

pick an idea, come up

with solution)

VOTE

After voting, move the top five ideas into this space. 

Have a conversation about each of the ideas and discuss what each of these might look like. 

Spend about 2 minutes on each idea. Focus on listening to each other's perspective and keeping an open

mind. Remember the idea is not fully formed yet. It's just a "seed" at this point. In the Develop Stage the idea

will get further formed (developed) and could go in one of many directions. 

Include agility

in

performance

factors

individual

failure

mission/exercise

failure

organizational

failure
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What went well

I hope...

I wonder...

REFLECTION

CLARIFY
To become immersed in problematic issues that are interesting and arouse curiosity.

DUPLICATE

Copy the topics your group is interested in from the MAIN Mural Board. Paste them below. 

Actually use

agile

methodology

breaking into

several stages,

constant

discussion with

stakeholders

same people

doing things

the same way

for so long

not agile

dont' know

how to get

beyond agility

issues

reluctance to

do anything

with incomplete

solution

not deliberate/

follow process

willingness to

have quick

wins test and

move on

reluctant to

fail

no

methodology

YOUR CHALLENGE: 

Rewrite your challenge in the box to the right. 

How might we

prioritize failing fast

over risk aversion????

IDEAS FOR YOUR CHALLENGE

- One idea per note

- Start with an action verb

- Doodles/images welcomed

Round 1

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

The Creative Problem Solving process can be used to

address adaptive problems that require creative solutions. 

DEVELOP
Evaluate, strengthen, and select solutions for best “fit.” Begin to move from ideas to solutions. 

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

Could reduce

response time

(develop muscle

memory)

People get to

practice in

safe/risk free

environment

Get to try a lot

of novel ways

to accomplish

mission

We might really

learn

deterrence and

escalation

dynamics

More efficient/

effective at no fail

mission

More agile

processes 

How might we deal

with the disconnect

of having a no fail

mission but

promoting failure in

processes?

How can we

maintain

accountability

while allowing

failure?

How can we

find time to

prioritize

failure

exercises?

Separate

overall mission

from specific

elements 

Establish set

boundaries for

acceptable

failures

Establish set

exercise times and

captured lessons

learned save time

in long run...

The idea used for this PPCO:
Failure

Exercises

IMPLEMENT

PROJECT MANAGEMENT...

1. Suspend Judgment

2. Seek Wild Ideas

3. Combine and Build on Ideas

4. Go for Quantity

DIVERGENT 

THINKING RULES

Round 2: Associations with Climer Cards

What ideas do you get from the images? 

Round 3: Assumptions Reversals

1. Select the general topic of your challenge (i.e. workshop design, how kids learn, marketing)

2. Quickly, write down 3 assumptions about your topic. Don't overthink it.

3. For each assumption write one reversal (the opposite of that assumption).

4. Then, use the reversals to spark more ideas.

People fear failure
Huge fallout from

failure
All failure is bad

People don't fear

failure

Failure has minimal

repercussions
Failure can be good

Assumptions: 

Reverals:

You have some great

reversals, now start

generating ideas.

If people didn't fear

failure, what ideas

does that lead to? 

create a

recipe for

disaster 

Find or be a

mentor

Give awards for

killing your own

project (i.e.

proving it won't

work)

Unravel the

root cause of

fear of failure 

Look into how on

or off target was

the idea, does it

just need a little

adjustment

Support the

individuals on

your team

when they fail

Explore how

ideas impact

other areas

Give

awards for

most

failures

Have a wall of failure

where you highlight

the most interesting

failures and praise

them for taking the

risks. 

How can we get

people to see

themselves as part

of the problem/

solution

How do we

funnel

lessons

across

departments

Don't forget

past failures

Challenge

teammates to

be told "no"

each day

Don't worry about big

win straight out of the

gate, can start with

smaller win

(skateboard, then

bike, then car)

Embrace

the learning

process 

Have Cmd

forum vote on

"best" or

funniest

failure

Pull the

thread on fails

to get into

root causes

Learn historical

failures to show

that they actually

can help

innovation  

Change

your

viewpoint

Face your

fears (the

wild beasts)

Fish for

failures to

hook the

win?

Cultivate fear

and fail

forward and

fail fast 

Try to find the

ones that

aren't like the

other

Silver lining

in failures

Set up

agreements

with other

CCMDs to share

"phone a friend"

Let go of

fear (let it

fly away)

Embrace

failure and

learn

Perpetuate failure

as a way to hone

skills (shot on the

target is one shot

closer to the win)
Check failure

off of the list

and move on 

Use each

other's

failures as

building

blocks  

Step back

to move

forward

Set up Adobe

kickbox-like "grab

bag" program to

encourage

everyone to

innovate

Quarterly Fail Fest -

people stand up and

share their biggest

failure and what

lessons they

learned,

View failures

through lense

of learning

Shark tank

Keep a global view

on failures - not

take it personally-

or as a personal

reflection

Look in the

mirror (face

your fears)

and master

Boot Camps

for learning

how to be less

risk adverse

Post art in the

building to

spark

creativity and

agility

Acknowledge

there are

different types

of failure

ID where

the hold

ups are

Failures

lead to

change

Learning

opportunities

come from

failing

Old way is

the way for

a good

reason

Develop a class

highlighting ways

people in DOD have

failed and the cool

things that came

from those failures. 

Post positive

failure of the

week on the

screens

separate failure of

the mission from

learning from

failures in agility

methodology

More risk

with

decision

making

Tried and

true,

dependable

Trial by

error

encouraged

to share

failures 

Newsletters on

minor fails and

small

repercussions

Identify how

leadership

dealt with

failure in the

past- revise

Free to

make

mistakes

ID pitfalls in

organizatoin

Identify failures

that led to fear

of failure and

minimize impact

Learning

opportunity

for team

Teach how

to build

upon failure

CLUSTER

Sort your ideas into several categories. Label the categories with a 3x5 sticky note. Use as many categories

as you need. Stack duplicate ideas on top of each other. Delete any blank sticky notes. 

Reward,

Acknowledge,

Promote

Learn Enviroment

Discuss

failures to

learn from

them

Create an

environment

where it is OK

to Fail

Award

"Failure for

the Future of

February"

Communicate

lessons to other

teams on the

project

Train

leaders

Reward fails

that were

completed

following the

methodology

Publish

failures and

wins in way

that shows

acceptance

Host monthly

hotwash to

identify issues

with processes

Train

masses

Create a buzz word

for people to say

when they think the

team is getting stuck

(in use across the

CCMD)

Hire for

agile

mentality

Encourage forward

failing/learning

from past failures of

team/others in

CCMD

Demonstrate via

awards/promotions

that risk aversion

doesn't lead to

success

Lead by

example so

other teams see

the benefit of

AM

Fire people

who resist

change

Write policy

that expects

"smart" fails

Create

reward

system based

on "smart

fails"

Get clarify

leaderships'

position on

risk

acceptance

Use

resources ($)

to enforce

message

Change vision/

mission/pri

statements for

CCMD to

incorporate

Perpetuate this

way of thinking

by rewarding

groups that fail

fast

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

The idea used for this PPCO:

DELIBERATE CREATIVE TEAMS

Three elements teams need in order to be creative together. 

THE CHALLENGE QUESTION

Focusing on your topic above, generate a list of possible challenge questions. 

Use the format How Might We... (HMW) or In What Ways Might We... (IWWMW). 

Experiment with different verbs or wording as it will change the meaning of your question. 

Make your questions broad, brief, and beneficial. 

How might

we increase

agility?

HMW

increase

acceptance

for risk?

wwmw

communicate

the importance

of agile

methodology?

HMW decrease

risk adversity

during

methodology?

Hmw learn

agility

Hmw learn

methodologies

How might we

prioritize

failing fast

over risk

aversion????

HWM teach/

follow specific

methodology?

HMW

increase

acceptance

for change?

HMW grow

capacity for

failing fast?

WWMW

incorporate agile

methodology into

immediate

teams?

OUR FINAL CHALLENGE QUESTION

Select the best challenge question to use for the remainder of the CPS process. 

Place it in the box below. 

How might we

prioritize failing

fast over risk

aversion????


